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INTRODUCTION

When n beam of radiation is sent through a slab of material, the

intensity oi the beam is attenuated. The general law describing this

absorption is coiranonly known in Optics as Lambert's Law. This law is

stated as follows: I = Iq exp (-//^): where Iq is the intensity of the beam

entering the slab and I is the intensity of the beam leaving the slab,

is the linear coefficient of absorption for the material and ^ is the thick-

ness of the slab.

The absorption of x-ray radiation is due to several processes. Some

energy is lost in heating the material. Energetic photons in the incident

beam are lost through the photoelectric effect: the energy of these photons

is used in rem.oving electrons from the innermost atomic shells of the

absorbing material, giving rise to fluorescent x-rays characteristic of the

material. There is also the Compton effect in which the incident photons

collide with the loosely bound electrons. The photons lose some of their

energy to these electrons and are scattered in directions different from

their original direction of incidence. Also, the vibration of bound electrons

in a sim.ple harmonic way caused by the incident photons gives rise to

scattering of the raaiation in directions other than that of incidence. This

is the Thomson effect. P.ll these processes result in removing or diverting

photons from the direction of the incident beam so that the emergent beam

is attenuated. The photoelectric effect and the Compton effect contribute

most of the attenuation.

Fairly recently (191;!), however, Borrmann^ observed that under suitable

arrangement, a thick, nearly perfect single crystal can transmit radiation

with grejtly reduced attenuation. Tlie abnormally high transmission has come
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to be known as "Anomalous Transmission". Within the last ten ya-vj this

phenomenon has penerated much int jrcot as evidenced by s nmber of experi-

mental and theoretical papers which have been published on this topic.^>'''-'-^*^'^

Anomalous transmission takes place v;hen a crystal is set for Laue

diffraction. As early as the beginning of this century, a theory of diffrac-

tion of x-rays, now knovm as the Kinematical Theory, was fcrrriulated by Lsue

and Bragg and others. Briefly, this theory considers crystal lattice points

as centers for spherically scattered wavelets produced by the incident plane

waves. The intensity due to these wavelets, at a point far from the crystal

(compared with the crystal dimensions), is calculated. It is assujr:ed that

the index of refraction of any crystal is unity for x-rays and that each

scattered vzavelet travels through the crystal without being scattered again

by other lattice points. It is also assumed that there is no absorption

for radiation in the crystal and that there is no interference between the

prim.ary and the scattered vraves inside the crystal. This theory gives a

good explanation of the observed intensities from pov;der and mosaic crystals.

An alternative theory is the "Dynamical Theory" of diffraction.

The way for the Dynamical Tneory was paved by Darwir5 and Evjald? when they

considered multiple reflections of radiation in a crystal, although both had

different approaches. The theory did not attract many people, probably

because the simpler kinematical theory adequately accounted for the observations

of x-ray diffraction work. -However, work with large, nearly perfect crystals,

which have only recently become available, has revealed a r/amber of phenomena

xjhich csr. best be explained by the Djmamical Theory. One of these phenomena

is anomalous transmission. Consequently, a n~jmber of papers have appeared

during the last few years reviewing the theory, with some improvements and



extensions. At the same time, a n\ynber of papers have been published

reporting experimental work done on snoraslous tr^risirdssion of x-r.-yc by

centros.ymnetric, one-atom type crystals like silicon, germr.niur.i and copper.

On the other hand, little experimental work, if any, has been done on

non-centrosymmetric, many-atom t.ype crystals. In this thesis sn outline of

the Dynamical Theory will be given in an effort to lay the groundwork for

the calculation of the parameter £ (epsilon), whose physical significr.nce

will be discussed at the appropriate point, for five different diffracting

sets of atomic planes of an alpha-quarts crystal. The experimental

investifc-ation which was carried out to deterraine the same parameter, in an

effort to relate theoretical predictions to experimental results, will be

described. The correlation of experimental and theoretical determinations

will then be discussed.
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OUTLIKE OF Tlffl DYNAMICAL TI-IEORY OF X-R/Y DIFFRACTION

The treatment to be siven here is bssed on the paper by Bfltterrnsn and

Ccle^. Only those aspects of the theory which have a direct tearing on the

content of this thesis will be discussed. Consider a plane wsve of x-rays

incident on s crystal. V/hen the wave enterc the crystal, it splits into s

diffracted wave and an internal incident wave. If the crystal is perfect

and sufficiently thick (p'^"^ ' ), the diffracted wave and the internal incident

wave interfere within the -crystal. A crystal is also an absorbing mediurr.

with an index of refraction which is very close to but different fron unity.

Moreover, a crystal is a periodic structure. Therefore, the index of

refraction, and hence the dielectric coefficient, is a periodic function of
. 1

position. The dynamical theory gives the possible wave fields which can

exist in such a mediun. In particular, these waves must satisfy riaxwell's

equations and Bragg 's law. The theory also gives the intensities of these

waves. The main assumptions of the theory are that the permeability of a

crystal is the same as that of free space, and that, the anisotropic, complex

dielectric coefficient is periodic in the three dimensions.

Komenclature

X incident X-ray wavelength

e any glancing angle

Qb Bragg angle

lo intensity of incident beam

-D intensity of diffracted bean in Bragg direction

1^0
incident v;ave vector outside crystal

incident wave vector inside cr^^stal

Eh Bragg diffracted wave vector inside, crystal
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jj^
linear absorption coefficient in fon-rard direction

t crystr.l thicleiess in incident direction

H reciprocal lattice vector

Fit structure factor

totsl atomic scattering factor for nth atom in unit cell

dielectric coefficient

^ (= 1 or cos2e) polarization factor

n unit ini-jara surface normal

Yo direction cosine of incident beam with respect to n

Yh direction cosine of diffracted bemi with respect to n

^ " ^o^Tiif ^ thickness of crystal slab

^oZ/H

A0 = Bq - e

V volume of crystal

r^ classical electron radius

r = reXV^y

% real part of F^F^

Ik imaginary part of FpjFg

The electron charge density f in a crystal is given by f(r) = (l/^JFuexp(-2TiiH-r)

and the dielectric coefficient, ^(r) = 1 - rgFKexp(-2TTiH-r) (1)

The Laue Equation may be stated as follows:

iSn =
-So + 2 ••••(2)

The electric field vectors £ ,
^ and the magnetic field vectors #

,

J are

related by the following :':a:.a:ell' s equations:

V^'^"~Tf"~ ro~ , Uq is permeability in free soace.

V ^5 ~
J^'- ^<f-f~- > ^0 is electric permittivity in free space.
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I'leld vectors sotisfyinp: equations (2) and (3) sre niv&n by

A - exp 2ni(vt - Ko'r) i}Apjcxp(-2rri_^«r) {)..)

Here the surrsiatior, is over-all Killer indices, stands for any of the field

vectors in equations (^) and A-j is the corresponding amplitude; r is a

position vector inside the crystal.

Substitution of (}.) in Maxi-jell's equations and use of expression (l) for

the dielectric coefficient yields, after lengthy manipulations, the following

set of equations:

[k2(l -r?^) - (KH'ii:-l)]£H - i^^rz^FH-LlL ^ = (5)

Here k = jk^j
,

'Fq is the scattered araplitude in the fonward direction (or

structure factor corresponding to Killer indices OOO). Equations (5) give

all the wave vectors Kjr vjhich can exist in the crystal, when the crystal is

set for Laue diffraction, however, all a^nplitudes are negligible except fcr

the two directions, nane^y, the incident and Bragg diffracted directions. In

this case the following two equations are obtained:

rk2(l _r?,) - (K^.K^j] - k2prFj^ =

(6)
-k2pr?^o + [k2(l . fFo) - (Kj..Kk)]kh =

ParaKeters and which are related to the variation of the index of

refraction in the crystal are now defined by the equations below:

Here (l - T-q^ the average dielectric coefficient in the crystal. Now

equations (6) are a pair of homogenous equations in the amplitudes and Ep.

For non-trivial solutions the coefficient determinant must vanish. When ^

and are substituted in the resulting secular equation, the result is
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the surface equation:

% Sh
= (V%2p2p^F- (8)

The surface represented by (8) is called the "Dispersion Surface". For a

given polarization P, this equation represents two hyperbolic sheets. These

sheets rr.ay be considered as the locus of the center of the Ewald sphere in

reciprocal space: from any point on the surface permitted wave vectors can be

drawn to points (incident direction) and H (diffracted direction) in the

reciprocal space.

To account for absorption, the wave vectors and Kj.j are assumed complex.

Therefore, |q ajid H ^^'^ ^^2° coir.plex. Writing
'^o

~ —o ~ ^lo ' |llop''jii'f

and = V i f and = i^o equations (?) give

^; = K;-k(i.(i/^rF;)

and o
= -i^Q Cos ^ + ^/^^kfr^ where ^ is the angle betv/een and as

shown in Figure 1.

uTaen '^q is expressed in terms of ^^9, the deviation from the Bragg angle,

it is seen that for large AS, f^^O; but this is the case when diffraction

is negligible also. In this case we have

Putting ^0 ~ ^o ~ ^£o equation (U) and substituting for it is seen that

the vrave solution (U) has an attenuating factor: exp -2-n{^/2^f7'^)t , vmere

t is the distance traversed by the wave. Hence the intensity has an

attenuating factor exp(-2.TkrFQt) . The linear absorption coefficient is then

= 2TrkrF^. At the Bragg angle, A9 = 0, it is found that

= (i/|k|F; ri._(Fp,F-";)-'-/2v^0. In this case Cos^s is less than in the

non-Bragg case, which implies reduced absorption.

It was stated that the permitted wave vectors could be dTa\-m. from any

point on the dispersion surface to the point C in the direction of incidence



G. 1. The real and imaginary parts of the incident wave vector inside the
crystal. The real part K' is in the direction of incidence, the
imaginary part is parallel to the diffracting atonic planes. This
diagra:^! shows a rectangular crystal slab set for Laue diffraction,
that is, when the diffracting planes are perpendicular to the
crystal face of incidence.



snd to the point H in the direction of diffraction (Ewald construction)

.

Hcv.'GVGr, the boundary conditions allow only a lirr-ited nutiber of points on the

dispersion surface. As the departiire from unity of the index of refraction

for X-rays is of the order of 10"^, reflection is ne2ligible and it is

assumed that the electric and magnetic field vectors cross the crystal plane

surface without change in amplitude or frequency. This requirement gives

rise to a relationship between the outside incident wave vector and the wave

vectors inside the crystal. V/hen these conditions are matched, the wave

solution (Ij) is found to have an attenuating factor exp(-2TTK^»r) and in this

case the absorption coefficient is jU^ = U-i^o along the normal to the crystal

surface, and JJ^ = /M^ Cos ^ along an arbitrary direction of propagation.

wnen is expressea in terms of the structure factors and the symmetric

Laue setting assumed, one finds

The parameter e is defined as £ = . Thus, jjL = ^^(l - |?j e).

ihis shows that ^he average linear absorption coefficient jj^ is reduced by

the term jPie, where P = 1 for (S'-polarization and P = Cos29 for tt-polarization.

Thus, e is a measure of the reduction in the absorption when a crystal is set

for Laue diffraction. This parajTieter, by its very definition, depends on

the set of the diffracting planes lying between zero and unity. For centro-

s;7jrmetric, one-atom-type crystals^^ s is very close to unity. This then is the

explanation of the anomalous transmission given by the dynamical theory.

Physically, the bigger the air.plitude of the electric field vector at an

atc.^.. the more the atom absorbs. So, if absorption is reducea so greatly,

it follows that the wave field is estaolished in the crystal such that the

atom sites occupy the nodal planes. This is what happens in a centrosyinmetric
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crystal, but for a non-centrosymmetric crys-c-il, like quartz, soT.e atoms can

iiG off the nodal planes. Consequently, the reduction in absorption is

Eoruewhat less than in the centrosyT'.-.T.otric case. The existence of fixed nodal

planes inside the crystal implies that standing v;aves are established

betv;een the set of diffracting atorrdc planes, and the energy propagates along

the planes in a way sLuilar to the propagation of energy thro\igh v&ve guides.

On further investigation of the dynamical theory, Dragsdorf and Dreiling^

were able to obtain a convenient expression for the Bragg diffracted

integrated intensity, given below, for unpolarized radiation:

In this expression e>:p(-X) is the Debye-Vlaller temperature factor; I^(x) is the

modified Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order; k = jL^te.

Q
_further, - — , where is the angular velocity with which the device used

"^0

to detect the diffracted intensity rotates through the Eragg angle, E is the

power enx-ering the detector and Sq is the incident intensity cn the crystal,

'.•/hen an automatic recorder is connected to the detector, intensity curves are

traced out and the areas under these curves are proportional to E. If co is

constant, then the ratio of these areas is the ratio of the integrated

intensities. This fact was employed to analyze the experLmental data as will

be sha-jn in the section on data analysis.
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CALCULATION OF EPSILONS TRCtA TrE DYN/KICAL THEORY

The structiu'e factor of a crystal is r^iven by F-^ = .cfjjexp2ni(hXj, + ky^^ +

Izv,) where f„ is the scattering factor of the n'^^'^ aton in the crystal ur.it ceil

and x^, y^, z^^ are the fractional coordinates of the atom. Kow, f^ =

J
ti

^on '"^^n
*

^'^^n
'^'^^^re f^^^ is the scattering factor for the stationary atom

n, Afj^ is the resonance term (negligible for vravelengths different frorn the

It

absorption edge of the atorj and Af,^ is the absorption tern. The stationary

term f^^ is assuned to be the same for all atoms of the same type. V/hen the

resonance term is ignored, one has

= g^^on ^ i<)exp2ni(;^^^ h- ky^ ^ i^^)

Hie values (real) f were obtained from Cullity^ for both the silicon and

oxygen atoms in quartz. The ima.^inary parts Af^' were calculated as follovrs:

Af" = SjJ^^foj where is the number of electrons in the j"*^^ shell and^l^

is related to the absorption of energy by the oscillating electric dipole.

From Farratt and Hempstead's paper-^^ one finds that

Z.^, = (TT/2)g.(xA..)?j-l(? - 1) for X,> X
"Jo *J J J o

= for X. < X
J

Here X is the applied wavelength

Xj is the absorption edge wavelength

gj is the oscillator strength for all j electrons

P_. is the weighting factor for the number of electrons in the j"*^^ shell

In all cases considered here Xj >X. Table I shows the quantities which were

used to compute the imaginary parts of the scattering factors. The electron

scatterinc: -"-ctcrs f . were obtained from Freer.an's'^ curves.
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Using these values of Z^T]^ shown in Table I and the values of f^^ from

the Freeman curves, the imaginary parts for each reflection shown in Table II

were found.

Table II. Calculated imaf^inary parts of the atoraic

scattering f5C^ors for the five
reflections

Reflection Af" *

Silicon Oxygen

1100 0.3).! 38 0.0)il6 1.30

iToi 0.3)ilU O.OUO7 1.30

1102 0.3360 0.0379 1.30

2203 0.3210 0.0332 l.'^O

0.^210 0.03^2 1.30

v\Vckoffl^ gives the fractional coordinates of silicon and oxygen in a

unit cell of oC-quartz to be

Si: (uoo), (uul/3), (Ou2/3)

0- Uyz), (y-x, X, 2 + 1/3), (y, x - y, z + 2/5), (x - y, y, z)

,

(y, X, 2/3 - z), (x, y - X, 1/3 - z).

Here u = Q.h6$, x = O.ulJ, y = 0.272, z = 0.120, and the lattice constants

are: a = li«90A, c = 5.39^.

Using these coordinates, the structure factors were computed for each

set of planes and fron the defining equation^ & was cojiputed for each set of

planes and the results are shcvrn in Table III.



Table III. Calculated values of e for the five

reflections

Reflection £

1100 10.63 1U.81 0.276

iloi 66.68 37-26 0.686

±102 8.00 0.287

2203 28.26 16.60 0.655

3301 61.02 30.30 0.77).!.

values of e vrere obtained for the Cu;^p wavelength

this parameter is independent of wavelength for X^, >X.



rreparaticn o.f the Grystp-1

A nearly perfect rectangulGr crystal of oC -quartz, v?ith (1120) planes

parallel (X-cat) to the large faces of the crystal^ was obtair.ed fron the Bell

Laboratories. To achieve sufficient trancrp.iEsicn, the crystal was sliced

into tvjo pieces vjith a dianond saw. One piece was then polished, starting

with rather coarse sandpaper to remove the wedge caused by the s<c.j , and

r.oving down to finer sandpaper, then to polishing aluinina povjder and finally

to polishing felt. The crystal was then etched for a few minutes in HF

acid: no vigorous reaction was observed. The finished crystal v;as 0.06% aa

thick, with a maximum of Ij. per cent variation from the mean.

A Lnng topograph of the finished crystal was taken to examine the degree

of perfection of the crystal. Plate I shows the topograph.

Crystal Orientation

It v;£s planned to obtain reflections from, the follovring sets of atomic

planes: (lloi), (lIOO), (3301), (2203) and (ll02). All these planes are

perpendicular to the planes (ll20) which are parallel to the crystal face.

This is necessary for the s;;,'mmetrical Laue setting which was emoloyed in

this investigation. To determine the angles between the surface normal and

the normal of each of these planes, a Laue back reflection photograph was

taken. The spots due to these planes were identified and the angles were

computed using the formula:

Cos i = ^ • li2
, f = angle between planes with reciprocal vectors

IH. I iHgi lj_ ^ nd



EXPLfUATIOK OF PLATE I

PLATK I shows the Lang Topograph of the crystal which was used in the

investigation. This topograph for the (llOl) planes shows no obvious internal

or surface irriperfections. Pendellosung fringes can be seen towards the edges

of the topograph. The phenomenon giving rise to these fringes is well

explained by the DjTiEinical Theory. Dreiling^ shovjs beautiful photographs of

the fringes and discusses this effect. The existence of these fringes is

evidence for the existence of a sr.iall \^edge in the crystal, and it also shows

that the crystal used was of high perfection.
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For the hexagonal esse,

Cos^ = - - '4 . l2(0A)a2/,2)]l/2 [.2 ^ , ,^2 , ;^2,^3/,j
^2/^2r/ 1/2

The Bragg angles for these sets of planes for C\iK^ and CuKp radiation were

obtained from tables.

To mount the crystal on the diffraction goniometer, an optical gonio-

meter was used initially to obtain a rough adjustment. The crystal was

then transferred to the diffractoraeter. The diffractometer employed in this

investigation \:as the General Electric XRD-6 Unit with a scintillation counter

coupled to an automatic recorder through a pulse height selector. The counter

support and the specimen support are mechanically coupled such that when the

specimen rotates through an axigle 9, the counter rotates through an angle

29; this arrangement preserves the focusing conditions. The counter is driven

at a constant angular velocity by electric motors with a reversing gear

systcrr.. -he angular position of the counter can be read off the graduated

scale provided on the equipment. A copper target tube at a peak voltage of

35 ^"^V and a tube current of 16 "wA was used.

Some difficulties were experienced in getting the crystal aligned for

diffraction from the desired planes. VJhen these difficulties were overcome,

it was found that the diffracted intensities of CuK^ and CuK,3 were well

resolved, for all the plaxies under investigation, at an appropriate setting

of the pulse height selector.

The diffracted integrated intensities were automatically recorded as the

counter scanned through each Bragg an^ls. The areas under these intensity

curves were measured to within a few hundredths of a scL-tare inch with a

precision planijneter . The c^arves for the weak intensities from the planes
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(220?) Gild (1102) had rather irregular outlines and v/ere therefore difficult

to measure with precision. Usinf; the same peak voltage and tube current and

the same pulse height select setting, quartz pOTder intensities for the z^jr.e

sets of planes under study were obtained and recorded. The areas under these

curves were also measured and were used to obtain the ratio of incident CiiQ

to the CuK^ components. This v;ill be described further in the section on

data analysis.
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMJiKT/iL RESULTS

Referring; to equation (9) for the intecrated intensity,

P eVjFnlexp -(j/oi+K) fr ^ ^ * pt ^1
•^K'= 2mc2br/2>7iln25 L^oC^'O + I'Io('-'Oj

where 3 u = , it is seen that for a constant angular velocity co the ratio
•'•0

of the integrated intensity of the CuK^ component to the integrated intensity

of the Culv^ coiT.ponent for a given set of diffracting planes is given by

h. ^ -lhl\ 5in2e^exp(-f;^^tu ) [ipiK ) + Z io(g. )3

Now, the povrer E entering the comter is proportional to the area under

the intensity curve. Let the measured areas corresponding to the peak

intensities and be and , respectively.

Then ii± X la& = sin26pexp(-^^^t^ ) [lo(kJ + P^IpU k^J
h \SI sin2©^ex^^o,,tp)[_Io(k^) + i:^ kjT)]'

This may be '.written more compactly as

Q^-KQg (10)

where = l^{kj + P,Io(Ii k^ ) , = I^Ck^ ) +
1^ lo(^^kp)

and K = ^ X ^̂
Ct VW sin29^£x?C-^c^t^)

The only unknown in the expression of Xis the ratio ^q^/^qj_* "^hls was

deterrr.ined from the powder experiment in a manner to be described. The Q's

are functions of s through the relationships k^ = jU.Q_^t^£ and k^ = lA^^t^z.

Therefore, a plot of and K functions of e on the same graph gives

a value of c vrhich satisfies equation (10). The value of e is given by the

point where "che two c\irves cross.
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Tile integrated intensity from a powder specimen in the Bragg esse is

given by

'/-^o - •?

—

T-u=r T—r-^ r ; ..
^ ;Flv7here ? is tne power

entering the detector, Iq is the incident intensity, N is the nurr.ber of

atoms per unit volume, R is the distance of the detector froxri the diffractirig

speciir.en, e is the Bragg angle and m is the electron mass. Talcing the ratio

of the integrated intensity for the Cul^ component to the integrated intensity

01 the CuKj ccr.ponent, as in the case of the single crystal, one obtains after

a slight rearrangement:

Ao.:.? ^ Iq^ /i + cos22^A fl + cos^28(?\

^f^' ^0^ \sin25^cosSi,/ i^sin29pCos9py (11)

where Ac^p and A^p are the measiared areas under the peak intensity curves for

diffraction of the and \(^ wavelengths by the powder saiaple. The wave-

lengths and the absorption coefficients drop out because \^ is proportional to

Using equation (11) and the measured areas P^^^, App for the reflections

from the (lIOO) and (IToi) planes a mean value of 1^/1^^ was found to be 5.00.

Knowing this ratio, and hence its reciprocal, the value of the parameter

in equation (lO) could be determined for each set of diffracting planes.

Using a rar^ge of values of s suggested by the theoretical calculations,

for each set of planes, the quantities of and were calculated as

functions of &. The procedure is demonstrated belw-r for the (3301) planes.

The linear absorption coefficients for quartz vrere found by calculation

to be 92.51 c~-l and 68.03 cm"! for the Cull^ and OuKj, radiations, respectively.

Ka-r, h. = 0.615^. where = 1.5U2 \^ = 1.392 = 1/5.00

and the mean thickness of the crystal is t^ = C.O6S6 cm.



For the (3301) planes sin2e^/sin2e^, = 1.063, ^J^J,^ = 7.66^, f^^^t^
=

l?.!jl3, !2lEjd^^ = 9.395 where = to/cosS, ,
t^= t^/co^O^ : and kj,\^ =

2.77h. Hence, from the definition of ]Cit follov.'s that X = 2.77L x 1/5.00

0.315U X 1.063 X 9.^95 = 4-513. Also, ?^ = Cos2S^ = 0.369?, ?^ = Cos 29^

O.U85^.



Table IV.

_

The procedure for calculsting
pifines for illustration.

and using the (3iOl;

c lo^^i^-)

l.oU 26.76 2.0U

1.90 30.80 2.13 n 7 A7 •51 AO

A "7A c: -ja 1.98 37 .6U 2.25 u •
'8 ).7

O » ( c.
to 2.0U I43.20 2.3hh. A QAA 1,), A7

t At
P .07 2.10 )i9 .70 A OAl CA Aa

u
f O

Do 2.15 57. ho 2.5)4 >o.3U

0.78 5.97 2.21 65.ho 2.65 0.779 66.3s

o.ao 6.13 2.27 75.60 2.77 1.023 76.62

0.62 6.28 2.32 86.90 2.67 1.061 87.96

n Al, A 1,1, 2.^8 100.69 3.00 "1 Al Da

e
r r

lo(Kp)
\j r (J r r

P,Io(P/^,)

w • Op 1.71 7.50 1.88 '^ 0"1 PiJ •yj-U .41

u .o ^ 1.76 8.16 1.9U A 01 AU • yiiU 7 .10

U . (

U

1.8U 9.UU 2.0U
A nm0.991 l0.i;3

n ^7 1.89 10.37 2.11 1.025 i.1.39

U.7U 1 A*",
1.91; 11.30 2.19 l.Ool 12.36

A "7 AJ . f u.xi. 1.99 12.U3 2.26 1.099 13.53

0.78 1J..22 2.05 13.68 2.36 1.1U6 1U.82

o.p.o 2.10 15 . 06 2.^5 1.157 16. 2U

0.82 h.hh. 2.15 16 .58 2.5. 1.233 17.81

0.8h 2.21 18.27 2.65 1.256 19.56



Table V. Suinmar^ of Quantities for
the (3?0l) planes, to be

plotted on a grsph.

£

0.65 27.52 ^8.00

0.67 31.69 hi. 11

0.70 38. U7 h7.12

\j ' I c pi .Lto

0.7li 50.60 55. 8U

0.76 58. 3U 61.13

0.78 66.38 66.96

0.80 76.62 73.37

0.82 87.96 80. U6

o.eu 101.80 88.36

The plots of C^and KQ^ as functions of e were made and the values of e

wiiich satisfy equation (lO) vjere found, as indicated earlier, froni the points

of intersection. The graphs are displayed on the pages which follo-.v".

Figure (6) applies to the typical calculations for the (3301) reflection shown

in Tables IV and V.
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PARAMETER ^
Curves showing and KQ^^ as functions of e for the
jllQO) planes. The value of e which satisfies

= KQ^ is determined by "che point of intersection.
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FIG. 1;. Curves shovring Q.^ and KQ(j as functions cf e for the (1102)
planes. The vslue of e which satisfies = KQ^ is

deterrrdned by the point of intersection.
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0-68 072

?1G. 5. C-rrves showing and KQ^s as functions of e for the
(2203) planes. The value of e which satisfies
Q.^ = ^-Qp is deterTriined by the point of intersection.
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FIG. 6. Curves shovring 0^ and KQ^j as functior.s of e for the

(3301) planes. The value of s wiiich satisfies
= KQ^ is determined by the point of intersection.
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DISCUSSION

Tha experimental and calculated values of e for each set of diffracting

planes are given in Table VI below, together with the percentage difference

of the experimentsl value fron the calculated value. The Eragg angles ^,
B are also given for each reflection.

Table VI. Sunmary of the experimental and
for each reflection

theoretical values of epsilons

Reflection s-experimental £-calculated Difference 26,
° 29/

iloo 0.168 0.276 39 20.83 18.81

iloi 0.638 0.686 7 26. 6U 21;. 02

lT02 0.293 0.287 2 39.u5 35.52

2203 0.68U 0.655 U 68.13 60.83

3301 O.7S2 0.77ii 1 63.30 60.97

Looking at this table, it is seen that the largest difference between the

experlrp.ental and the calculated values of s occurs in the (iToO) reflection

which has the smallest Bragg angle. The second largest departure is found in

the (1101) reflection which also has the second smallest Bragg angle. In

addition, the experijniental values of e for these two reflections are smaller

than the calculated values, while for the high angle reflections (lT02), (2203),

(3301) there is close agreement between the experimental and the calc^jiiated

values: and the experimental values are slightly larger than the calculated

values.

If the Kinematic Theory had been employed in the data analysis, the large
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diffsrencGS in the case of the small angle reflections could have been probably

attributed to extinction; but in the d^matnicsl theory used, extinction

corrections are built in the theory. The (llOl) happens to give the strongest

diffracted intensity and although no analysis of experinental errors has been

attempted here, on account of the rather involved method of extractinf, the

values of e from the experimental data, it is unlikely that the difference

between the Vrfo values of e for the (llOO) reflection could be entirely due

to experimental errors.

From all this, the question of temperature correction inevitably arises.

The theoretical values of e were calculated on the assumption that the

scattering atoms were stationary. The experimental investigations were

carried out at room temperature vjhen the atoms were vibrating about their mean

positions of equilibrium. The effect of these vibrations is to reduce the

observed intensities. For crystals with cubic si^mmetry and one-atcm type, the

correction factor, known as the Debye-.valler temperature factor, exists.

However, for a hexagonal crystal like quartz with two atom types in the unit

cell no exact correction factor has been worked out. The extent of the effect

of atomic vibrations on the observed intensity depends on the nature of the

atoms themselves and the relative positions these atoms occupy in the

established radiation field. Kovr, in each of the five crystalline planes

studied, the silicon and oxygen atoms occupy different relative positions in

the -wave field. It is tempting, therefore, to attribute the large difference

between the theoretical and the experimental values of s to temperature effects.

The study of anomalous transmission, when fully developed, could lead to

a variety of applications. For instance, the parameter s is related to the

crystal structure facior by its very definition; and in the case of a centro-

c;;/r;r.netric crystal £ is proportional to the imaginary part of the structure
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factor. Dreiling° shows he.-; information on crystal structure factors cdild

be inferred fror. the measurement of e

.

Secondly, the anomalously^ transmitted intensities ere grestly reduced by

the presence of localized impurities or distortions in the crystal l<ittice.

J. R. Patel snd B. W. Batterman-'-^' shovf hovj this could be used as a sensitive

tool for investigating small deviations that may occur in a nearly perfect

crystal.

Thirdly, X-ray beams could be polarized by anomalous transmission

technique. The radiation incident on a crystal slab has tvro components of

polarization: the <5^- and n-polarizations. The (S'-polarization corresponds

to the electric vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the tt-

polarization has the electric vector parallel to the plane of incidence. For

a centrosymmetric crystal of sufficient thickness, the tt-polarized component

is attenuated in the crystal so much so that the transmitted radiation almost

entirely consists of the c'-polarized component.

Indeed, when techniques for measuring the parameter e are perfected,

agreement between the experimental and theoretical values of this parameter

would give an experl'r.ental basis to the dynair.ical theory.



In this thesis those aspects of the dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction

necess.-^ry for the cnlculation of the pprcraeter e have been ^ivcn. The

pora:i;ctcr e has been seen to be the eraount by v;hich the coefficient of linear

.-absorption is reduced. The values of e have been calculated for the atorriic

planes (iTOO), (iTOl), (1102), (2203), (3301) '.-hich happen to give the strong-

est diffracted intensities in oC-quartz. The experimental procedure which

was followed to determine the values of & for the same atomic planes has been

described. The integrated diffracted intensities when the crystal was set

for Laue diffraction were measured for each of the five reflections. The

ratio of the CuK^ to the CuK^ components in the incident beam was determined

from a sepajrate experiment on powder quartz crystals. The results of the

single crystal and the powder experiments were combined to determine the e's

for the five reflections in the manner described in the section on data

analysis. The theoretical values and the experimentally determined values

of s for each reflection are given in Table VI.

Good agreement between the experimental and the theoretical values of

^

for the reflections (1TG2), (2203) and (3301) exists. For the reflection

(1101) the difference between the two values is rather large. The most

serious disagreement is in the (lloo) reflection. The disagreement between

the theoretical and experi:T:ental values has been speculatively attributed to

the lack of a procedure for obtaining the temperature correction factor for

the hexagonal, polyatomic crystal like quartz. However, this does net rule

out the inevitable experimental errors such as those involved in the measure-

ment of the integrated intensities, where in some case:; there was no clear

demarcation for the contribution from the background radiation. Although the



peak intensities were sharp and appeared at the appropriate Bragg angles,

indicatins that the crystal was well aligned, this does not rale out

cor.pletcly those errors due to slight misalignment, ".reiling^ shc;.TS that the

values of e are not very sensitive ^o the existence of a wedge in the crystsl

slab

.

The purpose of this thesis was to compare the predictions of the d.7riamical

theory of X-ray diffraction about the values of e for the five reflections

(1100), (noi), (II02), (2203) and {f^Ol) in oC-quartz with those experijnen-

tally determined. Quartz was chosen because it is a non-controsyrOTetric,

non-cubic, polyatomic crystal. All the published papers on the messurement of

e have been about cubic, centrosymmetric, mcnoatomic crystals such as

germanium, silicon,' and copper. Good agreement has been obtained for the

three high angle reflections, but serious disagreement has been observed for

the small ajigle reflection (iToO). Since no formula for the temperature

correction factor for a non-cubic, polyatomic crystal is known to the author,

a furi^her investigation is necessary to determine this factor experimentally

by studying the variation of the diffracted intensities with temperature.

The question of the positions of the silicon and oxygen atoms in the wave

field, for each reflection, has not been examined: this needs to be investi-

gated, '^-^hen these aspects are studied, closer agreement between theory and

experiment may be achieved.
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Large, nearly perfect single crystals csn, under suitable srrcngement,

transmit x-rfy radiation with greatly reduced absorption. A parameter e.

(epsilon) v/hich characterizes this reduction in absorption was calculated for

the foilov:ing diffracting atomic plrmes of the non-centros^TnTietric, poly-

atomic pC-quartz single crystal, using the Dynamical Theory of x-ray

diffraction: (iTOO), (iToi), (lT02), (220.3), (3301). The same values were

detenr-aned experiir.entally at room temperature in order to compare the

theoretical predictions with experimental results. Good agreement betvreen

theoretical and experimental values- of a vjas obtained for all the planes

with the exception of the (llOO) planes.


